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The report 
Board of Directors of SC IUS SA 

on the Financial Statements as at 31.12.2021 
 
 

The company IUS SA manufactures hand tools, being active in 3 major types of market: 
- tools for use in industry; 
- tools for construction; 
- tools for the automotive sector; 

The first two sectors mainly determined the development of the IUS activity. 
Due to market conditions, the company is in a situation where the revenues from the production activity do not cover the 
operating expenses; due to the general situation on the labor market, IUS is facing an acute shortage of staff, constantly 
participating in trade fairs 

 
Profit and loss account 

 
On 31.12.2021, the company registered a profit of 814,401 RON, of which the operating result represents a profit of 825,422 
lei, and the financial one a loss of 11,021 lei coming from the exchange rate differences. 
 
 
 
 
Operating result: 
 
 

Name indicator 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

Turnover _ _ 11,191,053 15,843,535 

Income from production stock  -16,451 -277,535 

Production year 11,174,602 15,566,000 

Income from the product of fixed 
assets 

    

Other income from exploitation 615,518 36,004 
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Income from provisions 1,247,792 358,187 

OPERATING INCOME - TOTAL 13,037,912 15,960,191 

Costs looking goods 76 0 

Costs external materials + expenses 4,855,934 7,147,663 

Chelt.with works and services third 
parties 

2,099,887 1,400,071 

Chelt.cu taxes , fees and we shed . 175,359 209,170 

Costs with staff - total 4,617,401 5,071,577 

Other operating expenses _ 136,471 6,182 

Costs with amortization and provisions 2,762,201 1,300,106 

CHELT. OPERATION - TOTAL 14,647,329 15,134,769 

OPERATING RESULT -1,609,417 825,422 

 
 
The operating result of 2021 is a good result, the company managing to make a profit from the main activity. 
 
Financial result: 
 

Name indicator 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

FINANCIAL REVENUE - TOTAL 39,096 32,987 

Income fin.din differences course 
Currency 

38,725 32,598 

Income fin.din iNTEREST 62 25 

Income fin.din discounts obtained 309 364 

FINANCIAL EXPENDITURE - TOTAL 32,967 44,008 

Costs fin.din differences course 
Currency 

32,967 44,008 

Costs fin.din iNTEREST 0 0 

Costs fin.din discounts agreement 0 0 

FINANCIAL RESULT 6,129 -11,021 
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both the financial income as well as the financial expenses of 2020 are mainly due to the exchange rate differences in foreign 
exchange receipts and payments, as well as from the revaluation at the end of each month, of the receivables, debts and foreign 
currency availabilities of the company. 
 

The economic-financial situation in 2021 
 

Equity 
The own capitals present in 2021 only the variation due to the result of the exercise, the rest of the elements, share capital, 
reserves, remaining unchanged as total. 
 

Fixed assets - net worth, fixed assets decreased as a result of depreciation: 
 

  31.12.2020 31.12.2021 
Value Hill 31,323,590 31,260,907 

amortization 17,913,178 18,639,377 

Value net 13,410,412 12,621,530 

   

 

Input value _ 31.12.2020 increases Discounts 31.12.2021 

land 2,294,046     2,294,046 

construction 14,014,960 24692 3780 14,035,872 

Equipment technological 13,956,176 263,083 345,997 13,873,262 

Furniture and others 451,309 28341   479,650 

overtures and Fixed assets in 
progress 

142,999 286,203 316,117 113,085 

TOTAL 30,859,490 602,319 665,894 30,795,915 
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During the fixed assets, the commissioning of equipment and installations was carried out, and the investment activity continued. 
 
 
 
 
Current assets and cash - net worth 

 

CURRENT ASSETS AND 
TREASURY 

31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

Inventories 6,699,414 6,709,035 

receivables 3,110,264 3,803,358 

House, benches , other stock 230,027 1,361,316 

TOTAL 10,039,705 11,873,709 

 
In 2021 compared to 2020, the net current assets and the treasury registering increases. 
 
 
Inventories 
 

 

Valoare bruta Provizion Valoare neta Valoare bruta Provizion Valoare neta 

Materii prime si 

materiale
3,199,317 584,508 2,614,809 3,074,841 447,545 2,627,296

Productia in curs si 

semifabricate
1,287,926 12,999 1,274,927 1,211,506 26,274 1,185,232

Produse finite si

marfuri 
3,601,649 791,771 2,809,878 3,398,668 830,459 2,568,209

Avansuri ptr cumparari

de stocuri 
4,254 4,254

Total stocuri 8,093,146 1,389,278 6,703,868 7,685,015 1,304,278 6,380,737

Denumire indicatori 

2020 2021
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In 2021, the value of stocks was close to that of the end of 2020, less for finished products where there was a decrease in stocks 
of 8.6%. 
 
Liability 
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Debts as of 31.12.2021 show an increase of 11% compared to 2020, but represent strictly current debts, which will be settled in less than 
1 year. 
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Budget 2022 Prospects for the future. 
 
And in 2022 our company will devote a large part of its energy to improving the activity, focusing on reorganizing and relaunching 
production. The budget for 2022 was built on the basis of sales figures estimated by mutual agreement with our distributor and 
private label customers; the consumption of raw materials, materials and energy was estimated starting from the planned 
production and from the established consumption norms. 
 
Mentions regarding the administrators and the financial auditor who worked during the reference period 
At the level of the Board of Directors in 2021, no change was registered. 
 
Board of Directors: 

- Arnaud MOULIN - President 
- Thibaut MOULIN 
- Didier BOYER 
- Pierre LEVIVIER 
- Mihai PADURE 

The financial auditor of the company for the financial year 2021 has not been changed, according to the OGMS decision of April 2019, 
keeping as auditor PFA Benta C.Constantin Adrian. 
The internal audit was provided by Matei Morar, PFA. 

 
Organization and management of accounting 
The company's accounting is organized in accordance with the provisions of OMF 1802/2014 for the approval of the Accounting 
Regulations compliant with the European directives. 
The preparation of the Financial Statements was carried out according to OMF 1802/2014, in compliance with the Accounting 
Law and IFRS. 
 
Proposals on issues to be debated and approved by the General Assembly. 
The Board of Directors requests the General Meeting of Shareholders: 

- Presentation , debate and approval report annual management report of the Board of Directors for year 2021. 
- Presentation and debate report auditor financial for year 2021 
- Presentation , debate and approval STATEMENTS financial on year 2021, prepared according to OMF 1802/2014 and 

IFRS 
- Distribution of profit for coverage RELEASE registered in the years previous 
- grant discharge _ _ of administrator for the year finance 2021. 
- endorsement budget of revenues and expenditures for year 2022. 
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- endorsement the date of 29.05.2022 as the date of registration , according to the provisions of art. 86 din  
Law 24/2017 

- Mandate for formalization OGMS decisions . 

 
 

Arnaud MOULIN 
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
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IUS SA  Str . Narciselor Nr.50, Brasov, Brasov County 
J08 / 31/1991, RO1109309 

ANNEX TO THE REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS ON 31.12.2021 
DECLARATION ON COMPLIANCE WITH THE PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
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PROVISIONS TO BE FULFILLED 

 

RESPECT 

 

DO NOT 

RESPECT / 

PARTIALLY 

RESPECT 

 

REASON FOR NON-COMPLIANCE / 

MEASURES TO ACHIEVE MEETING 

A.1. The society must have a regulation _ Council to include _ _ terms 

of reference with regarding the Board and the management 

functions key to society, administration conflict of interest at the 

level council it must also be dealt with in the regulation Council. 

x   

A.2. Anything other engagement professional membership _ Council , 

inclusive executive member position or non -executive of the 

Council in other companies ( excluding subsidiaries of the 

company ) and non - profit institutions will be notified council 

before appointment and period _ mandate . 

X   

A.3. Each member of the Council shall inform the Council with look at 

anything link with a shareholder who directly or indirectly owns 

shares representing not less than 5% of the total number of voting 

rights . This one obligation is in view anything kind of connection 

that can  affect the position States respectively on matters relating 

to Council decisions . 

X   

A.4. The report annual must inform _ if he had place an evaluation of 

the Council , under leadership the president . It must also contain 

the number of meetings of the Council .  X 

- During _ of the year did not HAD place an 

evaluation of the Council . 

- During _ year they had place 5 meetings of 

the Board of Directors 

A.5. Procedure looking cooperation with the Consultant Authorised for 

the period in which it cooperation It is imposed by the Stock 

Exchange Bucharest will contain the little bit the following : 

x  Not the case  

A.5.1 Contact person _ with consultant Authorized 
X  

It is not case 
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A.5.2 Frequency meetings with consultant Authorized, X  It is not case 

A.5.3 bound of a provide consultant Authorized all information relevance  
X  Not the case 

A.5.4 bound to inform the Bucharest Stock Exchange with look at 

anything malfunction appeared within _ cooperation with 

consultant Authorized, or change consultant Authorized 

X  It is not case 

B.1. The Council will adopt a policy so that anything company 

transaction _ with a subsidiary representing 5 % or more from 

assets net of the company, according to the most recent reports 

to be approved by the Council. 

X  
This is not the case; the company does not 

have subsidiaries 

B.2. audit internal it must be done by an organizational structure 

separate (department audit internal) from the company or through 

services of a independent third parties who will report Council, 

and, from the to the company, will report directly to the General 

Manager. 

x  
audit internal is outsourced and is provided 

by PFA auditor Morar Matei 

C.1. The society will publish in the report annually a section that will 

include revenue total membership _ council and related general 

manager _ year financial respectively and the value all bonuses 

or any _ compensation vary and also the hypotheses _ key and 

principles for calculation revenues mentioned above. 

x  

Starting up with 2017, the Board of Directors 

of IUS SA is no longer remunerated. 

 

D.1. Additional compared to the information provided in the provisions 

legal, the company’s website will include a section Dedicated 

Relationship with Investors , both in language Romanian as well 

as in the language English , with all information relevant interest _ 

for investors , including : 

x   

D.1.1

. 

The main regulations of the company , in particular the act 

constitutive and internal regulations of the bodies STATUTORY 
x   

D.1.2

. 

Members ' CVs bodies STATUTORY 
x   

D.1.3

. 

reports currents and reports periodicals 
x   
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D.1.4

. 

Meeting information _ _ _ general information of the shareholders 

, the agenda and materials related , decisions gathering generous 
x   

D.1.5

. 

Information with on corporate events such as the payment 

dividends or other events that have like result getting or limitation 

with on rights _ a shareholder, including deadlines and principles 

of such operations. _ 

x   

D.1.6

. 

Other extraordinary information that would _ _ have done public: 

cancellation / modification / initiation cooperation with an 

Authorized Consultant, signing / renewal / termination a 

agreement with Market Maker. 

  Not the case 

D.1.7

. 

The society must have a Relationship function _ _ with Investors 

and include in the section Dedicated these functions, on the 

company’s website, the name and contact details of a persons 

who have the capacity to provide, upon request, information 

appropriate. 

x   

D.2. A society must have _ adopted a dividend policy of the company, 

as a set of directions regarding the distribution net profit, which the 

company declares that he will respect it. principles dividend policy 

_ must be published on the company’s website. 
x  

The society report the results of an exercise 

financial to another. Given that in the coming 

years the loss carried forward will be 

covered, the profit will be distributed 

conformable decision meeting General 

Shareholders. _ 

D.3. A society must have _ adopted a policy with on forecasts and if _ 

they will be provided or not. FORECASTS represents conclusions 

quantified studies _ _ _ determination the total impact of a list of 

factors referring to a period future (so- called hypotheses). Policy 

must provide _ frequency, period considering the content _ _ 

forecasts. Forecasts, if are published, will be part of the reports 

annual, half- yearly or quarterly. Policy with on forecasts _ must 

be published on the company’s website. 

x  

Within _ meeting General Shareholders of _ 

approval of situations financial is presented 

shareholders Revenue budget _ and Costs 

for current year , based short -term forecasts 

. 

D.4. A society must set the date and place of a gatherings generous so 

to allow _ contribution a as many shareholders as possible. X   
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Pt. Board of Directors 

Moulin Arnaud - President 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D.5. reports financial will include information both in Romanian and in 

English , regarding the main ones influencing factors _ level 

changes _ sales , operating profit , net profit or any other 

relevant financial indicator . 

x  

From the register shareholders it turns out 

that everyone shareholders are citizens 

Romans , thus the reports have been 

published only in the language Romana . 

D.6. The society will organize the a little meeting / conference 

telephone with analysts and investors , every year. information 

presented with these OCCASIONS will be published in the 

section Investor Relations on the company’s website at the 

moment that meetings / conferences telephone . 

 X 

The society considerably that information 

contained in the reports periodicals 

submitted to ASF, BVB / Aero , ensured a 

degree high transparency that allows _ 

investors to take decisions based on 

information correct and concrete . 
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Notes to the financial statements concluded on 31.12.2021 
 

NOTE 1. FIXED ASSETS 
 

 

 

As of December 31, 2021, the Company owns fixed assets of 31,471,853 lei, of which the main share of 
51.9% is land and buildings, followed by technological equipment representing 44% of the total value of fixed 
assets. 
 

 
 
NOTE 2. PROVISIONS 
 

 

Valoare de intrare 31.12.2020 Cresteri Reduceri 31.12.2021

Necorporale 464,100 890 464,990

Terenuri 2,294,046 2,294,046

Constructii 14,014,960 24,692 3,780 14,035,872

Echipament tehnologic 13,956,176 263,083 345,997 13,873,262

Mobilier si altele 451,309 28,341 479,650

Imobilizari in curs 142,999 286,203 316,117 113,085

Avansuri 210,948 210,948

TOTAL 31,323,590 814,157 665,894 31,471,853

Denumire 01.01.2021 Cresteri Reduceri 31.12.2021

Provizioane pt. concedii neefectuate 129,671 84,727 129,671 84,727

Provizioane pt.stocuri 1,389,278 143,516 228,516 1,304,278

Provizioane pt.creante 0 0

Total 1,518,949 228,243 358,187 1,389,005
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The company registered on 31.12.2021 general provisions amounting to 1,389,005 lei, structured as follows: 

1. Provisions for unperformed holidays amounting to 84,727 lei, decreasing compared to the previous year 
2. Provisions for stocks amounting to 1,304,278 lei, decreasing by 6% than in the previous year. 

 

NOTE 3 - PROFIT DISTRIBUTION 
 

Distribution of profit The amount 

Advantage 814,401 

- Legal reserve 0 

 - Coverage loss accounting 814,401 

  

 
The profit recorded at the end of 2021 will be distributed to partially recover the losses of previous years. 
  
 
NOTE 4 - ANALYSIS OF OPERATING RESULTS 
 
 
 
 

Name indicator 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

Turnover _ _ 11,191,053 15,843,536 

Production income _ stock  -16,451 -277,535 

Production year 11,174,602 15,566,001 

Income from fixed assets 0   

Other operating income _ 615,518 36,004 

Income from provisions 1,247,792 358,187 

OPERATING INCOME - TOTAL 13,037,912 15,960,192 
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Costs looking goods 76 671 

Costs materials + expense outer 4,855,934 6,188,811 

Costs with works and services third 
parties 

2,099,887 2,358,253 

Chelt.cu taxes, fees and we shed. 175,359 209,170 

Staff costs - total 4,617,401 5,071,577 

Other operating expenses _ 136,471 6,182 

Costs with amortization and 
provisions 

2,762,201 1,300,106 

CHELT. OPERATION - TOTAL 14,647,329 15,134,770 

OPERATING RESULT -1,609,417 825,422 

   

 

 Note 5. Analysis result financial 
  

 
In 2021, IUS SA recorded a loss financial amount of 11,021 lei, due 
course differences _ currency. 
 
 
 
 

  

Name indicator 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

FINANCIAL REVENUE - TOTAL 39,096 32,987 

Income fin.din differences course 
Currency 

38,725 32,598 

Income fin.din iNTEREST 62 25 

Income fin.din discounts obtained 309 364 

FINANCIAL EXPENDITURE - TOTAL 32,967 44,008 
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Costs fin.din differences course 
Currency 

32,967 44,008 

Costs fin.din iNTEREST 0   

Costs fin.din discounts agreement 0   

FINANCIAL RESULT 6,129 -11,021 

Note 6. Principles, policies and methods accounting  
 

  

A. Principles accounting 
 

evaluation posts included in the situations financial year 2021 is made conformable following principles 

accountant : 

 

principle continuity activity - Society will continue to operate normally in the future foreseeable without 

becoming impossible continue activity or free reduction its significance. _ 

 

principle permanently methods - application the same rules, methods, norms regarding evaluation, 

registration and presentation in accounting of the patrimonial elements, ensuring time comparability of 

information _ accountant. 
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principle caution - held account of all value adjustments _ DUE impairment of assets as well as all _ _ 

obligations predictable and losses potentials they took birth during _ year financial ended or on over a 

exercise previous. 

 

principle INDEPENDENTEI exercise - were taken into account all income and expenses exercise, 

regardless of the date of collection or performing payments. 

 

principle evaluation separate assets and liabilities _ _ _ - in view establish the corresponding total value 

of a positions from the balance sheet was determined separated the value each elements individual assets 

_ or passive. _ 

 

principle intangibility year - the opening balance of the exercise meet with year - end balance sheet 

previous , with exception reclassifications imposed by legal norms , if applicable . 
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principle Non-balancing - values items representing assets were not compensated with important the 

elements they represent passive , respectively revenue with expenses , with exception compensations 

between assets and liabilities allowed by the legislation in force . 

 

principle prevalence economics on juridical - information presented in the situations financial reflect the 

reality economics of events and transactions , not just their form legal . 

 

principle significance threshold - the elements with value significantly are presented separately in 

STATEMENTS financial . 

 
B. Policies accounting and methods accounting 

 
a) Basis of preparation of financial statements 
These are the individual financial statements of IUS SA prepared in accordance with the Order of the 

Minister of Public Finance 1802/2014. The financial statements are prepared in accordance with: 
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• Accounting Law 82/1991 (republished 2005) 

• Presentation requirements specified in OMF 1802/2014 with subsequent amendments 
 

The accounting records on the basis of which these financial statements have been prepared are made in 

lei (“RON”) both at historical cost and at fair value according to the mentions in the Company's accounting 

policies and according to OMF 1802/2014. 

 
b) Currency conversions 
The exchange rates used to convert balances denominated in foreign currency as of December 31, 2021 

were: 

EUR 1 = RON 4,9481  

1 USD = 4.3707 RON   

 

c) Use of estimates 
The preparation of the financial statements in accordance with OMF 1802/2014 and subsequent 
amendments requires the Company's management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the 
reported values of assets and liabilities, the presentation of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of 
preparation of the financial statements and reported income and expenses for that period. Although these 
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estimates are made by the Company's management on the basis of the best information available at the 
date of the financial statements, the results achieved may differ from these estimates. 

 
d) Comparative situations 
For each item of the balance sheet, profit and loss account, and where applicable, for the statement of 
changes in equity and the statement of cash flows, the value corresponding to the item corresponding to the 
previous financial year must be presented. 
If the values for the previous period are not comparable to those for the current period, this aspect is presented 
and argued in the explanatory notes. 
 
e) Fixed assets and depreciation 
Fixed assets are assets that generate future economic benefits and are held for a period of more than one 

year. They are measured at reduced initial cost with the value adjustments calculated to amortize the value 

of those assets in a systematic manner over their useful lives.  

Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method over the life of the asset. The land is not 

depreciated. 
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Type   

Duration 
(years) 

Buildings   40 

Equipment technically and 
machinery  10 

Means of transport   4 

 

f) Intangible assets - Computer software 
The costs related to the acquisition of computer software are capitalized and amortized based on the 

straight-line method over a period of 2-4 years of useful life. 

 

g) Cash and cash equivalents 

Cash is made up of cash and short-term bank deposits. These are highlighted in the balance sheet at cost. 

 
h) Trade receivables 
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Trade receivables are recognized and recorded at the original amount of invoices less provisions for 

uncollectible amounts. The provision is established when there is evidence that the Company will not be 

able to collect the receivables. Uncollectible receivables are recorded as expenses when they are identified. 

 
i) Stocks 
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value. 
The valuation at the end of the year was reflected in the balance sheet at the value of entry in the 
patrimony, based on the intermittent inventory method. 

The valuation on the occasion of the exit from the patrimony was made using the PMP method . 
Provisions were made for impairment of inventories and no alternative accounting treatments were performed. 
The society uses method accounting for the valuation of product stocks finished at a standard cost of 

production. 

 

j) Commercial obligations 
Trade obligations are recorded at cost, which represents the fair value of the obligation that will be paid in 

the future for the goods and services received, regardless of whether or not they have been invoiced to the 

Company. 
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k) Provisions 

Provisions are recognized when the Company has a current obligation (legal or implied) generated by a previous event, it is 
likely that an outflow of resources or a diminution of receivables will be required that would affect the economic benefits to honor 
that obligation or recover the debt and may a good estimate of the value of the obligations is made. 

    
m) Income 
Revenues are recorded when the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods are transferred to 

the customer. Revenue amounts do not include sales taxes (VAT), but include commercial discounts 

granted. Financial discounts granted to customers (discounts) are recorded as financial expenses of the 

period without altering the value of the company's income. 

Revenues from the provision of services are recognized in the period in which they were executed. 

n) Taxes and fees 
The company registers current profit tax in accordance with the Romanian legislation in force at the date of the financial 
statements. Debts related to taxes and duties are recorded in the period to which they refer. 

     
o) Deferred income and reserves 
According to the Romanian legislation, the companies must distribute a value equal to at least 5% of the 

profit before tax in legal reserves, until they reach 20% of the share capital. Once this level has been 

reached, the company can make additional allocations according to its own needs. 
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NOTE 7 - PARTICIPATIONS AND SOURCES OF FINANCING 

 

Capital subscribed and paid on 31.12.2021 and registered in the register 
COMMERCE is 4,597,004.5 lei (value nominal), divided in 45,970,045 shares 
ordinary with a value nominal of 0.10 lei; 

Nr. 
Crt 

. 
Shareholder 

Nr. 
Actions 

Value 
rated 

Value 
total in 

her 
Weight 

1 MOB Mondelin 38,163,850 0.10 3,816,385 83.02% 

2 Other shareholders 7,806,195 0.10 780,620 16.98% 

TOTAL 45,970,045 0.10 4,597,005 100.00% 
 

 
NOTE 8- INFORMATION REGARDING EMPLOYEES, ADMINISTRATORS AND DIRECTORS 
The company did not assume no obligations on your behalf _ _ directors and administrators during _ current 
exercise and not during year previous. 
        
The number of employees of SC IUS SA on 31.12.2021 is 109, with the following structure: 
 

Type 2020 2021 

Productive staff 66 64 

Administrative Staff 16 14 

Total 82 78 
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The management body of the company is the board of directors which consists of 5 members. 
 
 

 
 
 
Structure expenses salary:  
   

Road sign 
The 
amount 

salary fund 4,535,991 

contributions sociable 141,222 

meal vouchers 315,456 

tickets gift 78,907 

Total 5,071,576 
 

  
   

NOTE 9 - OTHER INFORMATION 
 

1. Submission General of the Company 
 

Headquarters: Str. Narciselor, no. 50, BRASOV Unique registration code: RO 1109309 
Nr. ORC : J 08/30/1991 
SC IUS SA is a company with wholly private capital, on shares, listed on the AeRo market. 

The object of activity of the Company is production and marketing hand tools. 
 

2. Information regarding the relations with subsidiaries in which strategic participation titles are 
held 

As at 31.12.2021, the company does not hold shares or shares in another company. 
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3. Information regarding the reconciliation of the accounting result with the fiscal one 

 
 
 

Road sign Signal The amount 

income 2021 (+) 15,863,508 

Costs total 2021 (-) -15,049,107 

Accounting profit (=) 814,401 

Nontaxable income (-) 358,187 

Nondeductible costs (+) 236,051 

Nondeductible costs (+) 857 

 (+) 0 

Nondeductible costs FINES (+) 6,951 

Other expenses. (+) -1,062 

Tax profit (=) 699,011 

Loss tax to be recovered in previous 
years 

(+) -24,798,403 

Profit tax (+) 0 

Loss fiscal current  (=) -24,099,392 

 
 

3.1. Transfer price 
 
Romanian tax legislation contains rules on transfer pricing between affiliates since 2000. The current 
legislative framework defines the principle of "market value" for transactions between affiliates, as well as the 
methods of setting transfer pricing. As a result, the tax authorities are expected to initiate thorough checks on 
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transfer pricing to ensure that the tax result and / or customs value of the imported goods are not distorted by 
the effect of prices in their dealings with affiliates. The company cannot quantify the result of such verification. 
Based on the information held at the time of preparation of the Financial Statements, there may be a likelihood 
of requesting details regarding the pricing by the Company. 
 

4. Group transactions. 
 
The affiliated companies with which IUS SA had transactions in 2021 are : MOB MONDELIN France, MoB 
& IUS SA Romania and SEXTANT France, companies in the same consolidation perimeter. 
 
 
The transactions with the companies within the group are presented in the table on the next page: 
 
 

IUS SA BRASOV RON RON 

COMMERCIAL RECEIVABLES DUE TO AFFILIATED ENTITIES 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

MOB Mondelin   235,035 

Mob & Ius SA Brasov 2,531,612 2,437,785 

Total 2,531,612 2,672,820 

      

      

      

COMMERCIAL DEBT TO AFFILIATED ENTITIES 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

MOB Mondelin 26,157 . 

Mob & Ius SA Brasov -102,106 35,694 

Sextant 26,903 27,616 

Total -49,046 63,310 

      

      

      

SALE OF GOODS TO AFFILIATED ENTITIES 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

MOB Mondelin 0 1,214,270 

Mob & Ius SA Brasov 5,051,656 5,679,713 
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Total 5,051,656 6,893,983 

REVENUE FROM SERVICES RENDERED TO AFFILIATED 
ENTITIES 

31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

MOB Mondelin 0 0 

Mob & Ius SA Brasov 106,274 124,408 

Total 106,274 124,408 

PURCHASES OF GOODS FROM AFFILIATED ENTITIES 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

MOB Mondelin 178,099 141,191 

Mob & Ius SA Brasov 11,130 10,278 

Total 189,229 151,469 

EXPENSES WITH SERVICES PROVIDED BY AFFILIATED 
ENTITIES 

31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

MOB Mondelin 87,381 87,285 

Mob & Ius SA Brasov 562,687 572,961 

Sextant 107,005 109,942 

Total 757,073 770,188 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Costs audit 
 

The company's audit in 2021 was provided by Benta C. Constantin Adrian, PFA. The fee established on the basis of the contract 
concluded between the two parties was 4000 Eur payable in RON at the BNR exchange rate. 
 

6. Financial tools and management risk 
a) Exchange risk _ Currency 

 
The company is exposed to foreign exchange risk due to the fact that significant debts resulting from imports 
of raw materials, but also part of the receivables, are expressed in foreign currency, which is valued at a real 
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exchange rate at the balance sheet date. The resulting differences are recorded in expenses or income and 
presented in the income statement. As a result, the Company may be affected by exchange rate fluctuations. 
 

b) Interest rate risk 
 
The company has no loans from banks or others entities. 
 

c) Liquidity risk _ 
 
The liquidity risk arises from the possibility of non-fulfillment of the obligations towards the Company by the 
clients, in normal business conditions. In order to control this risk, the Company periodically assesses the 
financial solvency of its clients. Receivables are presented at net value from the provision for uncertain 
customers. 
 

d) Fiscal risk 

The company must comply with European Union legislation transposed into national law. 

7. Information on fiscal controls. 
 
During 2021, the company did not have controls on VAT refunds; in 2009 a substantive control took place, no 
other controls were carried out. 

  
8. Post-balance sheet events. 

 
The Company's management is not aware of any other events subsequent to December 31, 2021 that could have a significant 
impact and should be presented in these financial statements. 

NOTE 10 – CASH IN HAND AND IN BANK 
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IUS SA BRASOV RON RON 

HOUSE AND BANK ACCOUNTS 31.12.2020 31.12.2021 

Cash (ct. 531) 6,789 768 

Bank RON (ct.5121) 27,958 8,559 

Bank Currency (ct.5124 ) 
 195,279 1,351,989 

deposits (ct. 512) -   

Other values (ct. 5112 + 532 + 541 + 542) 
-   

Total 230,026 1,361,316 

 
 
 
NOTE 11 - STOCKS 

Name indicator  

2020 2021 

Value Hill  Provision  Value net  Value Hill  Provision  Value net  

Raw materials and materials 3,199,317 584,508 2,614,809 3,401,292 623,375 2,777,917 

Production in progress and 
semi -finished products 

1,287,926 12,999 1,274,927 1,211,506 27,028 1,184,478 

Finished products and 
PRODUCTS  

3,601,649 791,771 2,809,878 3,400,515 882,391 2,518,124 

overtures ptr  inventories  4,254   4,254 0   0 

Total stocks  8,093,146 1,389,278 6,703,868 8,013,313 1,532,794 6,480,519 
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As at 31.12.2021, the company has set up provisions, amounting to 1,532,794 lei, for the depreciation of 
stocks; structured as follows: 

- Provision for the depreciation of stocks of raw materials and materials amounting to 623,375 lei 
- Provision for the depreciation of stocks of semi-finished products in the amount of 27,028 lei; 
- Provision for the depreciation of stocks of finished products amounting to 882,391 lei; 

 
Provisions for depreciation of inventories are calculated on the basis of seniority, applying coefficients from 
20% of the inventory value for the least seniority (2 years), and gradually increasing, up to 90% for seniority 
of more than 7 years. 
 
By better inventory management and improving the supply planning activity, constant action is taken to reduce 
stocks without movement and implicitly of stock provisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ADMINISTRATOR,       Economic Director, 
Arnaud MOULIN             Liliana Buduca 
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBLE PERSONS 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

  To the best of our knowledge, the annual financial statements for the financial year 202 1 have been prepared in accordance with 

applicable accounting standards and provide a fair and accurate picture of the issuer's assets, liabilities, financial position, profit and loss 

account. The Annual Report includes a correct analysis of the issuer's development and performance as well as a description of the main 

risks and uncertainties specific to the activity carried out. 

 

 

 

 

 

Director General      Economic Director 

 Florin Voinea       Liliana Buduca 
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•  Total  equity:  •  Total  income: 23,131,787  lei

15,634,992  lei

Tel /  Fax:  021.776.90.18  www.bentaconsult.ro

To  the  shareholders  of  IUS  SA

814,401  lei

Independent  auditor's  report

Report  on  the  annual  financial  statements  for  the  year  2021

•  Net  result  for  the  financial  year:

In  our  opinion,  the  financial  statements  present  a  true  and  fair  view  of  the  company  as  of  December  

31,  2021,  for  the  year  ended,  in  all  material  respects,  in  accordance  with  the  Order  of  the  Minister  

of  Public  Finance  no.  1802/2014,  regarding  the  accounting,  harmonized  with  European  

directives,  with  the  subsequent  modifications  and  with  the  accounting  policies  described  in  the  

notes  to  the  financial  statements  and  of  the  Law  no.  82/1991,  regarding  the  accounting,  republished  

with  modifications.

Opinion:

Basis  for  opinion:

We  conducted  our  audit  in  accordance  with  International  Standards  on  Auditing  (ISAs).  Our  

responsibilities  under  these  standards  are  described  in  detail  in  the  Auditor's  Responsibilities  section  

in  an  audit  of  the  financial  statements  in  our  report.  We  are  independent  of  the  Company,  according  

to  the  ethical  requirements  relevant  to  the  audit  of  the  financial  statements  in  Romania,  we  have  

fulfilled  the  other  ethical  responsibilities,  according  to  these  requirements.  We  believe  that  the  audit  

evidence  we  have  obtained  is  sufficient  and  appropriate  to  provide  a  basis  for  our  opinion.

The  undersigned  BENTA  C.  CONSTANTIN  ADRIAN  Financial  Auditor,  member  of  the  Romanian  

Chamber  of  Financial  Auditors,  no.  4831,  and  in  the  electronic  register  of  ASPAAS  financial  auditors  

no.  AF  4831,  headquartered  in  Bucharest,  Sector  5,  Aleea  Posada,  Nr  4,  Bl  33 ,  Ap  10,  registered  

with  the  fiscal  authority  with  the  Fiscal  Registration  Code  22886383,  we  audited  the  annual  financial  

statements  dated  31.12.2021  for  the  company  IUS  SA,  based  in  Brasov,  Str.

Narcissus  no.  50,  having  the  fiscal  code  1109309,  registered  in  the  Trade  Register  under  number  

J08 /  30/1991,  which  include  the  balance  sheet,  the  profit  and  loss  account,  for  the  financial  year  

ended  on  this  date  and  a  summary  of  the  significant  accounting  policies.  These  refer  to:

Office:  Aleea  Posada  no.  8,  bl.31,  sc.2,  ap.19,  Sector  5,  Bucharest,  postal  code  051414
Financial  Auditor,  Fiscal  Consultant  Adrian  Benÿa

Tel:  0723.530.139  adrian@bentaconsult.ro
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Management's  responsibility  for  financial  statements

Tel /  Fax:  021.776.90.18  www.bentaconsult.ro

Auditor's  responsibility

which  are  significantly  inconsistent  with  the  information  presented  in  the  accompanying  
financial  statements.  The  auditor  did  not  identify  any  significant  uncertainties  that  would  
jeopardize  the  entity's  ability  to  continue  to  operate  and,  as  such,  may  be  unable  to  perform  

its  assets  and  perform  its  obligations  in  the  ordinary  course  of  its  business.

This  responsibility  includes:  designing,  implementing,  and  maintaining  internal  control  relevant  
to  the  preparation  and  fair  presentation  of  financial  statements  that  do  not  contain  material  
misstatement  due  to  fraud  or  error;  selection  and  application  of  appropriate  accounting  

policies;  elaboration  of  reasonable  accounting  estimates  in  the  given  circumstances.

The  financial  statements  for  the  year  2021  of  the  company  IUS  SA  are  prepared  in  accordance  
with  the  Order  of  the  Minister  of  Public  Finance  no.  1802/2014,  on  accounting,  
harmonized  with  European  directives,  with  subsequent  amendments  to  the  accounting  

policies  described  in  the  notes  to  the  financial  statements  and  Law  no.  82/1991,  on  
accounting,  republished  with  amendments,  we  read  the  report  of  the  administrators  attached  

to  the  financial  statements.  The  directors'  report  is  not  an  integral  part  of  the  financial  
statements.  We  did  not  identify  any  information  in  the  administrators'  report

Office:  Aleea  Posada  no.  8,  bl.31,  sc.2,  ap.19,  Sector  5,  Bucharest,  postal  code  051414

Due  to  the  specifics  of  the  activity,  the  auditor  considered  as  key  elements  of  the  audit  the  

audit  of  the  evaluation  method  and  of  the  recording  of  the  cost  with  the  realized  production  
and  the  distribution  to  the  clients.  The  company's  business  is  the  production  of  metal  goods  
using  the  weighted  average  cost,  and  the  auditor  performed  additional  due  diligence  in  the  

production  cost  procedures.  It  was  audited  in  the  context  of  the  audit  of  the  financial  
statements  as  a  whole  for  the  purpose  of  issuing  the  audit  opinion  and  we  do  not  provide  a  
separate  opinion  on  these  key  issues.

Other  information  -  administrators  report:

The  company's  management  is  responsible  for  the  preparation  and  accurate  presentation  of  
these  financial  statements  in  accordance  with  the  Order  of  the  Minister  of  Public  Finance  

no.  1802/2014,  regarding  the  accounting,  harmonized  with  European  directives,  with  
the  subsequent  modifications  and  with  the  accounting  policies  described  in  the  notes  
to  the  financial  statements  and  of  the  Law  no.  82/1991,  regarding  the  accounting,  republished  with  modifications.

Key  audit  issues:

It  is  our  responsibility  to  express  an  opinion  based  on  our  audit

Financial  Auditor,  Fiscal  Consultant  Adrian  Benÿa

Tel:  0723.530.139  adrian@bentaconsult.ro
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Date:  01.04.2022

we  report  them  in  a  financial  audit  report,  and  not  for  other  purposes.

Tel /  Fax:  021.776.90.18  www.bentaconsult.ro

Adrian  Benta  

Registered  with  the  Romanian  Chamber  of  Financial  Auditors

This  report  is  prepared  for  the  purpose  of  informing  the  shareholders  of  IUS  SA  and,  as  the  case  

may  be,  for  the  purpose  of  submitting  it  to  the  state  authorities.  Our  audit  was  also  performed  in  

order  to  be  able  to  report  to  the  company's  representatives,  those  aspects  that  need  to  be  done

Tel:  0723.530.139  adrian@bentaconsult.ro

Financial  Officer,

Other  issues:

Office:  Aleea  Posada  no.  8,  bl.31,  sc.2,  ap.19,  Sector  5,  Bucharest,  postal  code  051414

An  audit  involves  performing  procedures  to  obtain  audit  evidence  about  the  amounts  and  

disclosures  in  the  financial  statements.  The  procedures  selected  depend  on  the  auditor's  

professional  judgment,  including  the  assessment  of  the  risks  of  material  misstatement  of  the  

financial  statements  due  to  fraud  or  error.  In  assessing  these  risks,  the  auditor  considers  internal  
control  relevant  to  the  preparation  and  accurate  presentation  of  the  organization's  financial  

statements  to  establish  relevant  audit  procedures  in  the  circumstances,  but  not  to  express  an  

opinion  on  the  effectiveness  of  the  organization's  internal  control.  An  audit  also  includes  

evaluating  the  appropriateness  of  accounting  policies  used  and  the  reasonableness  of  accounting  

estimates  made  by  management,  as  well  as  evaluating  the  overall  presentation  of  the  financial  

statements  as  a  whole.  We  consider  that

the  audit  evidence  we  have  obtained  is  sufficient  and  appropriate  to  form  the  basis  of  our  audit  

opinion.

on  these  financial  statements.  We  performed  the  audit  according  to  the  audit  standards  adopted  

by  the  Romanian  Chamber  of  Financial  Auditors.  These  standards  require  that  we  comply  with  

the  ethical  requirements  of  the  Chamber  of  Financial  Auditors,  plan  and  perform  the  audit  to  

obtain  reasonable  assurance  about  whether  the  financial  statements  are  free  from  material  

misstatement.

Nr.  carnet  4831

Financial  Auditor,  Fiscal  Consultant  Adrian  Benÿa
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Situaţiile financiare anuale încheiate la 31.12.2021 de către entităţile de interes public si de entităţile prevazute la pct.9 alin.(4) 
din Reglementarile contabile, aprobate prin OMFP nr. 1.802/2014, cu modificarile şi completarile ulterioare, al caror 
exercitiu financiar corespunde cu anul calendaristic 
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F40 - SITUATIA ACTIVELOR IMOBILIZATE
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